– KBC TECH TIPS –

KBC’S TOP TEN TIPS FOR SETTING UP A SCHOOL MACHINE SHOP
It’s probably not a stretch to suggest that most students back in high school shop class didn’t
expend a great deal of mental energy wondering how those lathes, drill presses, and grinders
made it into the classroom for their enjoyment and educational experience. For that matter, some
of them probably didn’t expend a great deal of mental energy on anything (ahh the good old
days)! We’ll assume, however, that most were too busy learning how to manipulate metal,
wood, and other materials in a safe and effective manner to care about how the tools got there.
Nevertheless, the machines on which the next generation of metalworkers cut their teeth didn’t
just arrive magically. They were selected and sourced by balancing the school’s present and
future technical needs with ever-important budgetary restrictions. Whether we’re talking about
a small high school or a huge technical college, careful consideration is required to ensure the
right equipment is chosen to meet the needs – and endure the abuses – of metalworkers-intraining.
For 45 years, KBC Tools & Machinery has been privileged to work with countless educational
institutions across North America to establish or upgrade their campus machine shops. We’ve
learned a great deal from our partners in education about common shop requirements, and we
wanted to share some of this knowledge. Not just with schools, but with anyone interested in
setting up – or improving – a shop of their own. Below you’ll find KBC’s list of ten essential
tips for setting up or enhancing a school machine shop. From budgets to blackboards and
everything in between, if you’ve covered all of the items on this checklist you’ll avoid surprises
and have a better machine shop for it.

1.

Machine Shop 101

Though curriculums vary considerably from province to province, most programs offer courses
that examine machine shop and basic tools, materials for machine shops, welding, CNC machine
programming, and certification. By determining the kind of work that will be done as part of the
program, schools can avoid buying equipment they don’t need and acquire the machinery that is
best suited to their training environment. We can be pretty sure a milling machine, lathe, grinder,
drill press, and band saw will all be necessary, but what size/capacity of each machine do you
need? Let’s face it: a lathe with a 16” swing over bed and 40” distance between centers is

probably going to be overkill for the kind of work being done in a school shop. As for CNC, the
cost of this technology has dropped significantly over the last fifteen years, so more students than
ever before can train on state of the art machinery. Decisions, decisions!

2.

Be True to Your Budget

One of the advantages of being a machinist in the modern era is the wide selection of quality
machinery available at very different price points. At KBC, for example, we offer machines that
fall into good, better, and best categories. This means that no matter what the budget, you’re going
to find a machine that will get the job done at the price point you desire. If you’ve considered all
of your requirements (something this article hopes to help you with) there’s no excuse for coming
in over budget.

3.

Make the Floor Your Friend, Not Your Enemy

The funny thing about the floor is that you use it more than other part of a shop and yet it’s usually
the farthest thing from your mind
(about 5’11” inches away, to be
exact!). If you’ve got the right
floor it’s good not to have to
think about it, but if you’re
installing a new one it’s crucial
that you make sure the right
construction material is used for
your application. There is a
huge difference between the type
and depth of the cement poured
into the basement of a house and
that used in a machine shop.
Students at Petrolia High School working diligently on a milling machine.
The shop floor needs to be able
to support thousands of pounds of heavy machinery and materials, as well as stand up to the less
than gentle way these things get moved around. Getting the floor right from the beginning will
save you major dollars and a major headache later on.

4.

Benjamin Franklin Would Be Proud

We’ve come a long way since the founding father’s early experiments with kites and lightning, but
electricity still needs to be thought hard about, especially in a school machine shop. You’ll need to
have different voltages available at strategic spots in the room (North American equipment
operates in and around 115v, 230v, 460v, and 575v) depending on the machines to be used and
whether they are single or three phase. Also, see if you can get away with machines that don’t
require an expensive phase converter. KBC has just released a new 3 horsepower lathe with single
phase electrics (the GRIP-1440HD 14” X 40” Heavy-Duty Lathe) – just the type of machine a

school might choose to cut costs without cutting quality.

5.

Living in a Material World

With priorities like machinery and electricity to think about, it can be easy to forget the problem of
where – and how – to store raw materials, incomplete projects, and waste. Are you going to give
the excited fingers of students uncontrolled access to materials, or will you store them under lock
and key? Either way, you need to budget for storage containers as well as enough shop space to
accommodate them. And don’t overlook the fact that students who are working on machines for
the first time will produce a large amount of material waste. This can’t always be disposed of
quickly, so safe and convenient storage is a necessity.

6.

Tools, Rules, and
Regulations

When you think about all that can go
wrong when students begin operating
heavy machinery, you’ve got to be
thankful for the many rules and
regulations that govern school
machine shops. School boards,
colleges and universities all have their
own unique standards for health and
safety, and they must be fully
understood when planning your shop.
Institutional rules come in addition to
government regulations concerning
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example, does your state require a
minimum walkway? What are the ventilation requirements for your particular shop activities?
These and other concerns should be on your ‘need to know’ list.

7.

Doorways Can Deceive

This may seem like a no-brainer, but you’d be amazed at the number of times a machine has been
ordered, paid for, and delivered to a facility that lacks an opening large enough to receive it! What
looks at first glance like a nice wide doorway can leave you cursing the fact that you didn’t pull
out the tape measure to make sure the machine would fit through. And don’t underestimate the
need for a dedicated loading area if the machine does clear the opening. Shop real estate is
precious, particularly if written course work shares the same space as the machinery, but you’ll be
thankful you’ve left room for loading when the time comes to rearrange or add equipment.

8.

The Little Things Add Up

Did you hear the one about the busy machinist who forgot to buy consumables for his shop? Of
course you didn’t – he doesn’t exist! A machinist can’t possibly be busy in the shop without the
right tooling on hand to make use of his machinery. We call these ‘consumables,’ because they get
worn out or used up in the course of a shop’s work, and production simply can’t continue without
them. Drill bits, end mills, band saw blades, taps, dies, cutting inserts, coolants, cutting fluids,
lubricants, tape measures, clamps, calipers, vises, chucks, and a host of other supplies will need
regular replacement (some sooner than others) and are therefore a significant expenditure for any
shop. Be sure to keep this in mind as you budget, and ask your supplier whether any discounts are
available on such items. KBC offers educational institutions 10% off of consumables, and a
discount like that can add up to tremendous savings over just a year in the life of a school machine
shop.

9.

A Safe Bet

A good instructor will tell you that the most important tools in a school machine shop are not the
machines, but the safety products that keep both amateurs and pros protected in the potentially
dangerous workspace of the shop. We all know how excited young people can become when put
in charge of powerful machinery – ever seen a student driver? Without gloves, guards, eye
glasses, floor mats, and a variety of other safety gear on hand, you’re breaking rules and asking for
disaster. As a big part of your consumables expense, safety products need to be budgeted for at the
planning stage so they can be kept in ready supply.

10.

Interior Decorating

You’ve got your machines picked out, material storage is decided upon, and you’ve discovered
that your doorway’s not going to spoil the whole plan. Great. Now you need a strategy for the
layout of the room. Where will your eyewash stations be located relative to the machinery? Will
you design a central hub into the room? Is there to be a centralized area for bench work? How
about wall space? The blackboard might seem like a relic from the 19th century, but it’s still a
relevant learning tool which needs to be planned into the room (nothing says learning like chalk
dust in the air). Finally, how about lighting? Simply put, a well-lit space is non-negotiable.

At KBC Tools & Machinery we recognize that each school machine shop has a different set of
goals and a unique philosophy concerning how to achieve them. These are key reflectors of the
industry surrounding these institutions, and KBC prides itself on being able to cater quickly and
effectively to the needs of every single one of them. Below you’ll find two of the many
testimonials received from educational institutions we’ve worked with recently.
For more information, visit the KBC website at www.kbctools.com or call 1-800-521-1740 to
speak with one of our friendly sales team members.

Testimonials
“When it comes to tooling at least 90% of my products are purchased from KBC. When I consider the
service, pricing, and quality they are second to none. As a high school shop teacher, I am very thankful
for KBC Tools. KBC offers me high quality tooling and excellent service at prices that easily meet my
limited budget.”
Cory VanVeller
Shop Teacher
Petrolia High School
“KBC Tools has a comprehensive catalog and is our main supplier due to their great service and
immediate delivery of most products from stock.”
Paul Cartlidge
Lab Operations Co-ordinator
George Brown College

*** END ***
ESTABLISHED IN 1965, KBC TOOLS INC. HAS BEEN PROVIDING THE METALWORKING INDUSTRY WITH THE BEST TOOLS AT
THE BEST PRICES FOR OVER 45 YEARS. KBC IS ONE OF THE LEADING METAL CUTTING TOOL & MACHINERY CATALOG
HOUSES IN NORTH AMERICA, WITH 5 LOCATIONS COMPLETE WITH SHOWROOMS IN THE USA: (2 IN STERLING HEIGHTS, MI;
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL; ST. CHARLES, MO; FULLERTON, CA), AND 3 IN CANADA (MISSISSAUGA, ON; OLDCASTLE, ON;
DELTA, BC).
FOR THE KBC LOCATION CLOSEST TO YOU CALL 1-800-521-1740, FAX (24/7) AT 1-800-322-4292, DROP INTO YOUR LOCAL
SHOWROOM, OR CHECK US OUT AT WWW.KBCTOOLS.COM.

